Video Traffic X Bonus Launches With Review and Big Bonus For
Video Traffic X Buyers
Video Traffic X is about to come to market and VideoTrafficXBonus.com has
launched offering insights into the new video creation and search engine optimization
software, including a huge bonus for visitors.
October 15, 2015 (FPRC) -- Video has exploded and become the number one source of content on
the internet. Video is the preferred media of most internet users, YouTube alone has over one
billion users and they attract over a billion video views each and every day. To take advantage of
this commercial opportunity a new tool is being launched, Video Traffic X. VideoTrafficXBonus.com
has gone behind the scenes to review the upcoming launch offering detailed insights into what could
be one of the biggest video launches of the year.
Although videos rank very well in search engines they can be difficult and time consuming to create.
Video Traffic X removes that obstacle creating relevant, engaging videos almost instantly. Users
simply enter their keywords and the software finds images and content based on the keywords and
then creates a quality video including voice over, sub titles and background music. Once the video
has been created the software ensures the videos gain traction in the search engines thanks to their
proprietary SEO system.
A spokesperson for Video Traffic X Bonus commented:
“We have been privileged to see the system in action. Not only does it create 100% unique videos,
there is absolutely no training required, it’s push button easy. We hate the term push button, but in
this case it’s absolutely true. This allows internet marketers to crank out more videos which means
more profits. However that is only part of the system. It also includes some really smart SEO
advances that ensures the video rank really well in Google with no effort at all. To find out more
about these techniques, which includes automatic content creation, people should read our full
video traffic x review which details the good and the bad about the system. In the coming days we
are also launching our bonus, which is the biggest bonus we have ever offered so people should
bookmark the site for updates.”
About Video Traffic X Bonus
VideoTrafficXBonus.com is dedicated to uncovering the truth about the automated video tool Video
Traffic X. The software claims to create relevant high quality videos as well as having proprietary
SEO techniques that are automated and require no training to use. VideoTrafficXBonus.com tests
the system and its claims giving an unbiased review from one of the top internet marketers in the
business. For more information visit http://videotrafficxbonus.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Joe Bragg of http://videotrafficxbonus.com
(http://videotrafficxbonus.com)
(415) 632 1664
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